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<hr width="100%" size="2" /><h2><a href="technology-why-the-anxiety.html" title="Technology:
why the anxiety?">Technology, Philosophy and Religion: why the
anxiety?</a></h2><h2>February 2012<br /></h2><h4><a href="speakers.html#david-lewin"
title="David Lewin">David Lewin</a> and <a href="speakers.html#james-heartfield"
title="James Heartfield">James Heartfield</a> introduced a discussion on how technology is
discussed across society </h4><p><img src="images/david-lewin.jpg" border="0" alt="David
Lewin" title="David Lewin" hspace="5" vspace="5" align="left" />The public�s use of the
internet is causing many liberals some anxiety. Our unfettered access to it has made some
begin to question whether all this communication and networking is entirely a good
thing�especially when it takes place out of view from officialdom.</p><p> </p><p>In the past,
governments have always been exponents of censoring, regulating and questioning merits of
access to content including pornography to hate-speech. But now, more and more liberals are
themselves questioning the effects of technologies being deployed in wider civil society from
unfettered access to the internet through road building, house building to genetic modifications
of food.</p> <p> </p><p><img src="images/james-heartfield-technology.jpg" border="0"
alt="James Heartfield" title="James Heartfield" hspace="5" vspace="5" align="right" />Beyond
the new technologies of the internet, many existing technologies are being questioned in a way
that seems to suggest that the progress society has made to date, probably shouldn't be
enjoyed or celebrated like it was in the heyday of the 60's. Shale gas fracking, for example, is
the focus for the most recent public criticisms and campaigns by self-appointed saviours of
society from itself, and our own insatiable quest for more. </p><p> </p><p>So is something
really going so wrong with the iPod clasping generation or is society losing faith in its own
capacity or desire to control nature? This discussion will aim to draw out what our current
relationship with technology tells us about the direction society is heading in, and how
technology can help it resolve problems along the way.</p><p> </p><hr width="100%" size="2"
/><h3>Some background readings </h3><p><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGG5ut45HPc&feature=share" target="_blank"
title="Brendan O'Neill on new technology">Brendan O'Neill on new technology - IQ2
debate</a>, by Brendan O'Neill YouTube August 2011 </p><p><a
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2011/jun/30/remember-delete-forget-digital-age"
target="_blank" title="Why we must remember to delete and forget">Why we must remember to
delete � and forget � in the digital age</a>, by Stuart Jeffries Guardian 30 June
2011</p><p><a
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/23/technology/at-waldorf-school-in-silicon-valley-technol
ogy-can-wait.html?_r=1&pagewanted=all" target="_blank" title="A Silicon Valley School That
Doesn't Compute">A Silicon Valley School That Doesn�t Compute</a>, by MATT RICHTEL
New York Times 22 October 2011 </p><p><a
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/dec/09/shale-gas-drilling-epa-fr
acking-water-contamination" target="_blank" title="Shale gas drilling's secret is out">Shale gas
drilling's dirty secret is out</a>, by Josh Fox, Guardian 09 December 2011</p><p><a
href="technology-and-the-philosophy-of-religion.html" title="Technology and the Philosophy of
Religion">Technology and the Philosophy of Religion</a>, reviewed by Charles Brickdale
January 2012 </p><p> </p><hr width="100%" size="2" /><h3><span
class="text_exposed_show">Listen again (variable quality)...</span></h3><p><span
class="text_exposed_show"><strong>Speaker intros (David Lewin first) and full discussion in
one go - click on the Play button: </strong></span><span
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class="text_exposed_show">{mp3}technology-philosophy-religion{/mp3}
</span></p><p> </p><div><hr id="null" /></div> <h3>Sponsored by</h3><p> </p><p><a
href="http://www.aquaplancton.co.uk/index.php" target="_blank" title="Remove Blanketweed
through aquaplancton"><img src="images/aquaplancton-technology.JPG" border="0"
alt="Aquaplancton" title="Aquaplancton" hspace="4" vspace="4" width="200" height="93"
align="left" /></a> <strong>AQUAPLANCTON</strong> is a natural, mined mineral that works
with nature to brings about mineralisation. When the micro-organisms, which normally digest
organic matter become inactive, mud accumulates, causing algae and blanketweed to thrive on
the over nutrition. <strong>AQUAPLANCTON</strong> reactivates these beneficial bacteria
which then multiply and consume the mud. This starves algae and blanketweed of nutrition,
causing them to die out naturally. Good bacteria, working well, can consume up to 15cm (6") of
mud in 6 months.<br /><br />For cost-effective elimination of sludge, slime algae, and odour,
and to get back your crystal clear ponds through the biological digestion of organic mud, click
on this <a href="http://www.aquaplancton.co.uk/index.php" target="_blank" title="remove
blanketweed">remove blanketweed</a> link. </p>
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